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Next Meeting

Date - 28/09/2021, Tuesday. 
Venue - Dilip Paresh Rotary hall. 
Time-7.30 pm to 8.0 pm Dinner
8.0 pm to 9.0 pm meeting. 

SPEAKER MEETING " 

Last Tuesday our own PP Rtn Hareshbhai Desai was the Speaker and he spoke on a very
innovative subject i.e. 'COMMERCIAL LOGOS AND THEIR HIDDEN MEANINGS' and
Hareshbhai was at his best. We have seen LOGOS of different companies but  never
knew the hard work and deep meaning the company wants to convey. He gave
examples of TWITTER, PEPSI,FACEBOOK, STARBUCKS, MACDONALD, HUNDAI, BMW,
ADIDAS, PUMA LACOSTE.TACO BELL AND SO ON...
The subject was very catchy and Roundtowners were all ears to listen with a
huge strength.Thank you Hareshbhai for the englithtening presentation.

Last Meeting

Date - 05/10/2021, Tuesday. 
Venue - Dilip Paresh Rotary hall. 
Time-7.30 pm to 7.45 Photography
7.45 pm to 8.45 pm - Garba & Ras Performance by Rotarians & Anns
8.45 pm to 10 pm - Dinner and Garba by all of us..

Please do RSVP 
Considering COVID situation and hall capacity, no guest are allowed that day. 





Down the Memory Lane

  Assistant Governor when
Dr.Surendrabhai Parmar

was the DG.
 

Assistant Governor When
Prashantbhai Jani was the DG

PP Rtn Dr Prashant
Desai

Assistant Governor when Rtn
Jatinbhai Bhatt was the DG

PP Rtn Dipesh
Parikh

GGR in the year 1999
- 2000

PP Rtn Sanjay Gajiwala
Assistant Governor when

Rtn Ashokbhai Panjani
was the DG

PP Rtn Mona Sitwala
Assistant Governor when

Rtn Hiteshbhai Jariwala was
the DG

PP Rtn Nilkanth Desai

PP Rtn Bina Parikh PP Rtn Vimal Zaveri
Assistant Governor during
Rtn Santoshbhai Pradhan's

year

Apart from the two District Governors Repected Rtn Bharatbhai Solanki
and Rtn Kulbandhuji Sharma our club has given many Assistant Governors

and District Secretaries who has served the District 3060

Galaxy of AG's of our Club

PP Rtn Haresh Desai 
 Assistant Governor when

Ashishbhai Ajmera was the
DG



Introduction of Past President Rtn Dr Vispi Edibam

We The Roundtowner

Friends, there are some people in your life whose very
presence make you comfortable and secured. Rtn Dr
Vispi Edibam is one of them.
He is a Surgeon by profession, and a very huge asset
for Rotary Club of Surat Roundtown as a doctor.

Rtn Dr Vispi Edibam became the President of our club
in the year 2000-01. At that time the District Governor 
 was Rtn Prafulbhai Bhatt. He was Installed by DGN  at
that time Rtn Dr Nilax Mufti.

During his year many projects were conducted at the
Anganwadi, which were looked upon by us at Adajan.

Nutrition and education camps were being carried out
throughout the year.
.
Maternal and child development and health camps
were done by Ann Sujata with other Anns helping her.

Vocational awards were given to 2 National Panel
cricket umpires of Surat namely Mr Adil Palia and Keki
Dudhwala and also to Anganwadi staff in his year

Painting competitions were done at our hall.

Under Polio projects, vaccination on all polio days were being carried out wherein Roundtowners in huge
number, turned up for supervision.

Daughter Pearl has done BE and MBA from IIM Calcutta and is presently working as a Data analyst with
consulting firm A T Kearny.
Son Darius is a B.E from IIT Roorkee and is working.

Wife Sujata is consulting Gynaecologist at her hospital Edibam hospital.



Rotary Buzz
It's the month of October - Economy and Community Development Month

Very proud to announce
.... On 1st October -
Shekhar Mehta ji and
Rotary India Literacy
mission is being
awarded the "Mahatma
Award 2021" - 
 Supported by the Aditya
Birla Group & a major
National CSR event........
event being held at India
International Centre,
New Delhi .... RILM's 1st
National Award 

Birthday Wishes

Rotary Club of Surat Roundtown wishes a very Happy Birthday to
 
1) Rtn Bhavyesh Adhvaryu - 6th October                                  
2) Ann Swatiben Desai - 8th October
3) PP Rtn Yagnesh Shah - 9th October
4) Ann Ragini Zaveri - 10th October
5) Ann Leena Pavthawala - 12th October                   



*A Satire on Management Consultancy*

There was a shepherd looking after his sheep on the side of a
deserted road. 
Suddenly a brand new Porsche screeches to a halt. 
The driver, 
a man dressed in an Armani suit,
Cerutti shoes,
Ray-Ban sunglasses, 
TAG-Heuer wrist watch, 
& a Pierre Cardin tie 
gets out and asks the shepherd,
 'If I can tell you how many sheep you have,
 will you give me one of them?' 

The shepherd looks at
the young man,
 then looks at the large flock of grazing sheep and replies,
 'Okay.'

The young man parks the car,
 connects his laptop to the mobile-fax, 
enters a NASA Website, 
scans the ground using his GPS,
 opens a database and 60 Excel tables filled with algorithms and pivot
tables. 

He then prints out a 150-page report on his high-tech
mini-printer, 
turns to the shepherd and says, 
‘'You have exactly 1,586 sheep.'. 

The shepherd cheers,
"That's correct,
 you can have your choicest sheep from the herd". 

'The young man takes one of the animals which he likes most and cute
from the flock and puts it in the back of his Porsche. 

The shepherd looks at him and asks,
 'If I guess your profession, 
will you return my animal to me?' 

The young man laughed and answers,
 'Yes, why not?' 

The shepherd says, 
'You are a MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT.'

'How did you know?'
 asks the young man. 

'Very simple,'
 answers the shepherd.

1. First,
you came here without being wanted. 

2. Second,
you charged me a fee to tell me something I already knew. 

3. Third,
you don't understand anything about my business.

Now, *May I please have my DOG back? "*
😆 😝

Just a read



Just Enjoy 

*ભાખરા નાંગલ ડેમ ઉપર �નબંધ લખો*
�ુઘો : ભાખરા નાગલ ડમે સતલજ નદ� પર છે 
સતલજ નદ� પં�બમા છે
પં�બ સરદારો નો �દેશ છે
સરદાર પટલે પણ સરદાર હતા
એને ભારતના લોખંડ� �ુ�ષ કહેતા
લોખંડ ટાટા વાળા બનાવે છે 
ટાટા હાથ થી કરાય છે 
હાથથી તાલી વાગે છે
ઠોકો તાલી, �સ��ુ�ંુ વા� છે
�સ��ુ એક ��કેટર છે
��કેટ �સવાય ઘણે હાથ અજમા�યા 
હાથ ��કેટ �સવાય હા�યો નહ�
હાથ કા�ુનના લાંબા હોય છે 
કા�ુન અમારા કાકા વક�લ છે તે �ણે છે
તેને �ુલાબ બોવ પસંદ છે
�ુલાબ �ણ �કારના હોય છે
સરબત વા�ુ,�ખલવાવા�ુ અને �ુલક� દ વા�ુ
�ુલક� દ વાળામાં ખાંડ હોય છે
ખાંડ ક�ડ�ને બોવ ભાવે છે
ક�ડ� ને સાપને વેર ઝેર હોય છે 
સાપમાં કો�ા ��યાત છે 
��યાત સાપ આ��કામાં હોય છે
આ��કા �ુરોપની બાજુમાં છે 
�ુરોપ �ુર�યાવનો દેશ છે 
�ુર�યા શરાબ પીવે છે 
શરાબ પી ને શેર બની �ય છે 
�ુ�માલીસ શેર બરાબર એક મણ થાય
એક મણ એટલે વીહ ક�લો થાય
વીહ ક�લો ઉપાડવા તાકાત જોઈ 
તાકાત પં�બીઓમાં બોવ હોય છે
પં�બી પં�બમાં રહે છે
અને ભાખરા નાંગલ ડમે પં�બમાં છે.
😂😂

*My English my choice. Don't laugh alone. Share it with
"MY" friends*

Terrible English by PT sir: 😁😁
1) There is no wind in the football.. 😆
2) I talk, he talk, why you middle talk?. 😝
3) You rotate the ground 4 times.. 😳
4) You go and understand the tree. 😳😳
5) I'll give you clap on ur cheeks.. 😓
6) Bring your parents and your *mother* and especially
your father. 😓😓
7) Close the window airforce is coming. 😂
8) I have two *_daughters_ and both *are* *girls** .. 😂
😭

9) Stand in a straight circle.. 😆
10) Don't *stand* in *front of my back 😱😭😭* 
11) Why Haircut not cut..? 😵😵
12) Don't make noise.. principle is rotating in the corridor
😂😂😂

13) Why are you looking at the monkey outside the
window when I’m here? 
14) You talking bad habit 
15) Give me a red pen of any colour. 😖😓
16) Can i have some snow in my cold drink? 😭😭
17) Pick the paper and fall into the dustbin. 😜
18) Both of you stand together separately. 😝😝
19) Keep quiet the principal just passed away!! 😂😂😂😂
😂....

Dont laugh alone throw it to all .... 😜



How to kill a LION (Banking Style)

1. *ICICI bank method*: 
Hire a lion, give him full rest, pay him more than his expectations, never ask for anything in the first 2 months.
After 2 months tell him that u have to achieve ur yearly target in 9 months, lion dies of fear that if he does not
achieve this he will lose the jungle.

2. *HDFC Bank method*: 
Hire a lion, give him a hell lot of work, pay him fat salary more than the industry. Restructure his job as per ur
fancies every 6 months. If he kills 2 goats a day, next day give him a target of killing 20 elephants a day while
knowing that there are only 10 elephants available. Lion dies of exhaustion and overkill.

3. *AXIS bank method*: 
Hire a lion and give him a post of a cat, than force the lion to meow like a cat. Give him lots of ESOPs and
grass to eat.Lion will eventually die of hope and starvation.

4. *HSBC Bank method*: 
Hire a lion and set a cut off time, give the lion spoon instead of knife and ask him to GB extract 60kg meat out
of 40kg goat or else the lion will be forced to become a dog. Lion dies out of frustration and strain

5. *Standard Chartered Bank method*: 
Hire a lion and give him a 3000 page circular on how to kill a goat. Amend the circular at least 3 times a week.
Send the lion in the jungle to inspect how he can cancel the licence of fox, wolf or jackal who have violated the
3000 page circular. Lion dies of stagnation and boredom.

6. *Kotak Mahindra Bank Method*: 
Hire a lion and give him 60kg of meat to eat everyday when he can eat only 30kg. Lion dies of overeating.

7. *CITI BANK Method*: 
Recruit a lion, ask him to kill an elephant without any cut or blood from the body. Lion is forced to learn from
ducks, rabbits and pigeons on how to kill dinosaurs. Lion is provided with 2 wolves to help in killing but with a
condition that the wolves will not move or attack. Lion dies of confusion and paradoxes.

8. *Indusind Bank method*: 
Indusind is out of race as they are still thinking as to what is a lion?

9. *SBI method*:
Hire a lion and show him the forest from far. Keep moving the forest full of opportunities so he keeps
running. He never gives up coz there are many like him running. Finally he retires half way or dies in
stampede.

10. *Nationalised Bank style* :

Hire a Lion, give him lowest possible salary and allowances. Start Three -Four campaigns at a single time. Give
him unachievable targets. Dont give any subordinates. Change softwares suddenly. Take meetings and
threaten him of transfer at remote branch. Lion dies cursing his bad luck !
..........


